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Why Employees Do Not Report Near Misses
and How to Encourage Reporting
Identify Potential Unsafe Practices

How to combat it: No one wants to sit through

care, getting them better and back to work

Near-misses can be a highly valuable tool for

yet another safety seminar, but it’s important

sooner. Through our secure online portal, we

identifying potentially unsafe practices and

for all employees to recognize potentially

keep you informed every step of the way by

equipment. According to the Bureau of Labor

dangerous situations, even the smallest ones.

sending workability reports to you right after

Statistics, 4,836 people died in workplace

Consider an informal (and paid) workshop

the visit. Contact us today at 574-372-3895 if

incidents in 2015 — which equates to nearly

where team members take an active role by

you have questions on work comp visits or any

five million near misses. Even though 85.66%

brainstorming near-miss situations and how to

service that we offer. We are here to help you!

of companies track near misses and 71% of

avoid them.

CHECK-IN HERE

employees say safety training was part of their
new employee orientation, the vast majority

4) Reporting isn’t easy enough - Workers

of near misses go unreported. Here is a list of

think that the process to report a near-miss has

the top five reasons near-misses go unreported

too many steps, is too time-consuming or is

and how to improve reporting on the job site.

otherwise too complicated.
How to combat it: Use a short form to collect

If you have visited MedStat
recently, you may have
noticed some exciting
changes in our lobby! We
now offer kiosks at all
MedStat locations for your

1) Fear - In a recent survey by the National

only the most essential information regarding

Safety Council, 30% of workers said they’re

the near-miss. Make the form available through

afraid to report safety issues.

means that your workers will use—whether that

How to combat it: Instill a culture that

is through a paper form in the break room or

more streamlined visits and

prioritizes safety and concern for workers’

an online form that they fill in at home or on

reduced wait times for their

health. Make sure workers feel comfortable

the go.

services.

employees to initiate their
visits. These kiosks help
your employees to have

At the kiosk, your employee will enter basic

pointing out flaws, whether it’s their own or
5) Workers don’t know how - There’s a

registration information and then have a seat in

reporting system in place, but no instruction

our lobby. The employee will then be called to the

2) It’s embarrassing - Workers don’t want to

was provided on when or how to report near-

front desk to complete the rest of the registration

be called out to explain their embarrassing

misses.

process. We also have television monitors

accident.

How to combat it: When you introduce your

How to combat it: Use an anonymous reporting

system or when you realize no one is turning

procedure to collect close call data. Encourage

in any reports, take a minute to get everyone

a workplace that values safety reporting and

together and show them how the reporting

praise workers who do come forward and share

system works. Show them where to go to and

their near-misses.

what to do. They won’t know unless you show

within the workplace.

that show first name and the first letter of the
last name (i.e. John S.) so that your employee
will know where they are in the queue and the
approximate time of their call back. Our priority
is getting your employees seen quickly so that
treatment can begin sooner. Please let us know if
you have any questions on these new additions.

them.
3) Not recognized as a near-miss - Employees
don’t even realize that an accident almost

Even when all foreseeable precautions are

occurred; or, near-misses become so

taken, injuries can still sometimes occur.

commonplace on the job that they’re perceived

MedStat’s team of experts are here to provide

as a normal part of everyday work life.

your employees with quick and professional
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